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(News article regarding 10/19/11 Senate Health & Human Services Hearing on ODP Issues) 
Capitolwire: Concerns voiced about DPW’s intellectual disability programs. 

By Chris Comisac  
Deputy Bureau Chief 
Capitolwire 

HARRISBURG (Oct. 19) - Senators were told Wednesday morning that those who manage programs for 
the state‟s intellectually disabled have no way of knowing if the services supplied by those programs are 
necessary. 

“One of the things we need to do … is get a better assessment process,” said Donald Clark, deputy 
director for Allegheny County‟s Office of Intellectual Disabilities. 

Clark said more needs to be done to create a mechanism “that really looks at people and looks at are 
they getting their necessary services to grow, develop skills and become independent, and are they 
getting services they don‟t need.” 

“It‟s a tough, tough problem that needs to be looked at on an individual basis,” added Clark. 

Sen. Mary Jo White, R-Venango, agreed with Clark and others who expressed similar concerns during 
the hearing. 

“I think that at some point we need to get our arms around needs versus wants,” said White. 

The problem is that while the population served by the Department of Public Welfare‟s Office of 
Developmental Programs (ODP) hasn‟t increased, the amount of services supplied to that population has 
grown significantly, putting the office in “severe fiscal condition,” according to one state official. 

The ODP‟s $1.64 billion current state budget allotment, which represents flat funding compared to the 
prior fiscal year, will come up short $58.5 million this year just to continue to provide services to 
individuals already enrolled in the office‟s programs, said Kevin Friel, ODP‟s deputy secretary. 

“We see that growth in service utilization by existing recipient continuing not abating,” Friel told senators. 
“This growth in cost comes before a single person is removed from the waiting list.” 

According to Friel, about 16,000 individuals are waiting to be enrolled to receive services. 

Friel added that the ODP could also need an additional $134 million this year, with about $104 million of 
that due to “revenue reconciliation” - $64 million of that would be state dollars – and the other $30 million 
due to cost containment efforts that might not be fully implemented this year. 

Friel agreed with others who spoke during the hearing that a better method of assessing recipients would 
be helpful, but he urged caution. 

“I think one of the things we have to do – I‟m a big fan of making things better, and I‟m an even bigger fan 
of when you‟re making them better, not knocking everything down … I think we have to be smart here,” 
said Friel. “One of the uncertainties right now, and one of the great responsibilities, is making a 
determination of why that [greater utilization] is. 
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“It‟d be very easy or convenient for me to say the reason why there is this tremendous growth[in 
utilization] is because of „x,‟ and „x‟ might be that we don‟t do a very good job at assessing … or it could 
be … there are changing needs out there - we‟ve got to scrutinize this. 

“Right now, the fair answer to the committee here is we don‟t have all of that nailed down.” 

Friel added that moving forward, the department has to do a better job at getting the information it needs 
to determine what is driving utilization growth. 

While it works on that, the department is also taking other steps, such as increased scrutiny of provider 
payments, to address the ODP‟s fiscal situation, said Friel. 

One effort mentioned several times during the hearing seeks to reduce and create more uniformity in the 
ODP‟s current payment rate system for providers. 

Representatives of the provider community told the committee that with 17,000 rates in the current 
system, which are changing throughout the year and, in years past, have been set several months late, it 
is impossible for providers to project what revenues they will be paid and incredibly difficult to meet their 
fiscal responsibilities. 

To address that issue, Friel said the department has contracted with a consulting firm to develop a 
statewide standardized rate system “as opposed to the individually-negotiated rates between each county 
and provider.” 

“The reality is this: thus far, we have just transitioned from a county-based system with individual provider 
rates to a statewide system with individual provider rates. The transition to a small number of more 
uniform rates must continue, not only to satisfy the requirements imposed” by the federal government “but 
to provide a more level playing field for providers and to ensure a more fair, equitable and predictable 
system 

Probably the biggest areas of concern mentioned by providers, but not detailed by them during the 
hearing due it only recently becoming an issue, is that of payment reductions by the department. 

On Friday, the department alerted service providers that it would be implementing a rate adjustment 
factor to individual provider rates that Friel said was necessary to keep the ODP within its current state 
budget outlays. 

Ruth E. Siegfried, president and CEO of Invision Human Services, said the payment adjustments could 
cost the provider community between $100 million and $200 million. She urged the committee to hold an 
additional hearing regarding the potential impact of the payment reductions. 

Friel called his decision to employ the rate adjustment factor “the most difficult decision I‟ve ever made, 
certainly in my professional career. 

“The alternative was kicking the can down the street and walking blindly through this year without 
recognition of the fact that we have limited funds.” 

Sen. Robert Mensch, R- Montgomery, who has an intellectually disabled son, urged the department to be 
cautious as it addresses its fiscal issues. 

“This is one area where we really need to be careful about our [cost] cutting,” said Mensch. 
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Friel said the department did conduct a thorough provider-by-provider review of the potential impact of the 
adjustment factor, determining that approximately 60 percent of the providers would either break even or 
receive up to ten percent more in revenues, although those higher revenues could be due to increased 
utilization of the provider‟s services. 

He said the department wants to ensure that the commonwealth maintains a viable, sufficient network of 
service providers. 

“Where we can, when we can, we will work with them [providers] as best we can,” said Friel. 

 


